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Summary
Rugged Renewables have developed a wind turbine, currently sited at the New and
Renewable Energy Centre in Blyth, and require a data logging solution to allow its behaviour
to be monitored over a range of time scales.
A system has been developed, based on a laptop computer connected to a data acquisition
device, to capture the voltage and current generated by the turbine, as well as the rotational
speed of the generator and the wind speed. In order to measure the rotational speed, an
optical tachometer has been developed.
After capture, the signals are processed by LabVIEW software and uploaded to a MySQL
internet database 13 times per second. This data can then be viewed in a bespoke webbased user interface from any internet connection in the world. The user interface allows
the plotting of any two variables over a period of any duration since data logging began. In
addition, a CP-λ curve may be plotted, or the user can opt to save the selected period of
data into an Excel spreadsheet to enable more detailed analysis.
This system provides significantly more detail, over a larger range of time periods, than the
existing system, as well as providing the additional benefit of being accessible from any
internet connection.
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Project plan
The aim of this project is to develop a data logging solution for a small-scale, vertical axis
wind turbine feeding a permanent magnet generator. The three-phase AC output of this
generator is rectified to direct current before being fed into a battery. The School of
Engineering has built a control box for the turbine which outputs six 0V-10V signals to
indicate the voltage between two of the AC phases and a neutral return path, the voltage
across the battery, the current through those AC phases and the current through the
battery. Additionally, an anemometer is attached to the wind turbine to output a 0V-10V
signal proportional to the wind speed.
This project will feed these seven signals into a data logger connected to a laptop computer.
Software on the computer will be written to process these signals in such a way as to allow
the wind turbine‟s operator to obtain:
a) Live graphical data showing the instantaneous performance of the wind turbine.
b) Graphical data recorded over a user-definable time period, which may be in the
order of seconds, minutes, hours, days etc.
c) Time-independent graphical data to characterise the general behaviour of the wind
turbine, such as CP-λ and P-n curves.
In order to conduct item c) of the above list, an eighth input will be required by the data
logger to indicate the current rotational speed of the wind turbine blades. A transducer is
not currently present on the turbine to produce this output, so this project will also
develop a means for generating such a signal.
The best way to record and process the signals being fed into the data logger is to use
Microsoft Excel in conjunction with Visual Basic. This not only makes the software relatively
straightforward to program (and hence modify in the future), but also makes the software
easily transferable to other computer systems in the future as it would be saved as a highly
compatible .xls file.
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GANTT Chart
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Nomenclature
A

Cross-sectional area

Square metres (m2)

A

Swept area

Square metres (m2)

CP
f
h
I
L
N
P
R
R
V

Coefficient of power
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Radius
Potential difference

Hertz (Hz)
Metres (m)
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Revolutions per minute (rpm)
Watts (W)
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Volts (V)

vw
λ

Wind speed
Tip-speed ratio

Metres per second (m/s)

ρ
ρ

Air density
Resistivity

Kilograms per cubic metre (kg/m3)
Ohm-metres (Ωm)

ρ0
ω

Air density at sea level
Rotational frequency

Kilograms per cubic metre (kg/m3)
Hertz (Hz)

AC
BNC
DC
LED
PHP
PV
RGB
RMS
SQL
USB
VI

Alternating current
Bayonet Neill-Concelman
Direct current
Light emitting diode
Hypertext Pre-processor
Photovoltaic
Red green blue
Root mean square
Structured Query Language
Universal serial bus
Virtual instrument
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1 Introduction
1.1 Brief
The department is working with a number of companies to integrate generators with vertical axis
wind turbines. The aim of this project is to develop a computer monitoring system that continually
records the behaviour of the turbine. The computer system can also be used to control and optimise
the loading of the turbine, for example into a resistive load. Such data is necessary to help optimise
the design and control of the turbine and must be able to work over different time scales.

1.2 Requirements
Rugged Renewables have developed a small-scale vertical axis wind turbine which is
currently sited on the roof of the New and Renewable Energy Centre in Blyth. In order to
continue the development of the turbine, it is necessary for reliable data of the turbine‟s
behaviour over a wide range of time scales to be recorded and analysed.
The data is useful for two reasons. Firstly, by comparing wind speed, rotational speed of the
generator and output of the generator it is possible to examine how the turbine responds
to different wind regimes. Secondly, the data can be manipulated to produce time
independent graphs of power coefficient against tip-speed ratio (a CP-λ curve). Such charts
characterise a turbine independently of the present conditions, and are thus very useful for
optimising turbines to give the best possible performance.

1.3 Solution
In order to meet these requirements, a web-enabled data logging, storage and display
system has been developed. Signals for the RMS voltage and current are obtained directly
from a control box connected to the turbine. Similarly, a signal representing the wind speed
comes directly from the roof-mounted anemometer. In order to determine the rotational
velocity of the shaft, an optical tachometer has been developed.
The system captures the signals for voltage, current, shaft speed and wind speed using a data
logger connected to the USB port of a laptop computer. The data is then processed and
calibrated by LabVIEW software in order to obtain values suitable for plotting. LabVIEW
also then exports the values into an internet-based MySQL database.
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The values stored in the internet database are called by PHP scripts within several web
pages in order to plot live graphs of any two of the four variables against time; the user can
also opt to view graphs over any historical period for which data has been stored.
Additionally, a CP-λ curve can be plotted to characterise the turbine independently of time.
Finally, the user can choose to export the data for the selected time period to an Excel
spreadsheet, to facilitate further analysis and customisable graphing.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Climate change and carbon emission targets
In recent years, it has become apparent that the Earth is entering the early stages of climate
change as a result of global warming. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change‟s
fourth assessment declared on 2nd February 2007 that the probability of global warming
being due to human activity was “very likely” (at least 90%)[1]. The report attributes
increased carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions to “fossil fuel usage and land-use change”, while
the increase in atmospheric methane and nitrous oxide is blamed on agriculture.
The UK‟s contribution to CO2 emissions is approximately 2% of the global total[2], so a large
part of government policy in combating climate change is focused on reaching an
international consensus and agreeing a post-Kyoto treaty to cut carbon emissions.
However, it is acknowledged that the UK‟s emissions are double the 1% proportion of the
planet‟s population that live in the UK and therefore it is essential that we reduce our own
greenhouse gas emissions.
Provided there is not a dramatic rise in emissions over the next few years, it is very likely
that the UK will meet its obligations under the Kyoto Protocol to reduce emissions from
the basket of greenhouse gases by 12.5% below 1990 levels during the 2008-2012 period
(see Figure 2-1, upper line). However, the government has acknowledged that it is unlikely
to meet its manifesto pledge of cutting CO2 emissions by 20% of 1990 levels by 2010[3]; in
fact, UK carbon emissions have increased by 2% since 1997 (see Figure 2-1, lower line).
In the Energy White Paper, the UK government explicitly commits itself to the Royal
Commission for Environmental Protection‟s recommendation that a target of cutting carbon
emissions by 60% from 1990 levels by 2050 should be adopted, and that all developed
economies should aim for a similar cut.[2]
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Figure 2-1: Emissions of greenhouse gases 1990 – 2012[4]

2.2 The role of small-scale energy generation in reducing UK
emissions
The 2004 Energy Act defines “microgeneration” (used in this report synonymously with
“small-scale generation”) as electricity generation less than 50kW (or heat generation less
than 45kW) from the following sources: biomass, biofuels, fuel cells, photovoltaics, water
(including waves and tidal), wind, solar power, geothermal and combined heat and power
systems.
The Energy White Paper states that “we can expect to see far more small-scale, distributed
heat and electricity generation” in order to accelerate our shift towards a low carbon
economy.[2] In order to meet the long-term target of cutting emissions by 60% of 1990
levels by 2050, it is estimated that “at least 30% to 40% of our electricity generation and
possibly more” will need to come from renewable sources (defined as wind, wave, solar PV,
hydro, geothermal, biomass and some forms of combustible waste). UK policy is for 10% of
electricity generation to come from renewables by 2010, increasing to 20% by 2020.
A study by the Energy Saving Trust (commissioned by the DTI) concluded that microgeneration could provide 30-40% of the UK‟s electricity requirements by 2050[5]. Comparing
this to the estimate from the White Paper, and adding in the substantial additional capacity
of large-scale renewables that will be installed in the coming decades (on 9 th February 2007,
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the British Wind Energy Association and the Department for Trade and Industry announced
that UK wind power generation capacity had reached 2GW [6]), it is clear that small-scale
renewables can play a crucial role in moving the UK towards becoming a low-carbon
economy.

2.3 Small-scale wind power
The UK has the largest resource of wind energy in Europe; according to the DTI, the
theoretical generation capacity from wind energy is over 1000TWh per year, though the
estimated amount that can be practically extracted is around 50TWh per year [7]. Wind
energy could therefore contribute significantly to the 381TWh of electrical energy that it is
estimated we will require in 2020[5].
Despite possessing 40% of Europe‟s wind energy, only 0.5% of our electricity requirements
are met by wind power[8], leaving the UK somewhat behind several other European
countries with much lower wind resources, including Germany, Spain and Italy.[6] The
government‟s Microgeneration Strategy[5] reports that “microgeneration technologies have
the potential to make a significant contribution to our energy policy goals”, yet currently
take-up of these systems is very low.
In 2004, the number of small-scale wind turbines installed in the UK was 650[5], although this
was two years before the much-publicised move by DIY chain B&Q to start selling micro
wind turbines off the shelf in their stores in September 2006. This total does not compare
favourably with the number of solar heating and PV systems that had been installed in the
same year: 78,470 and 1,301 respectively. This is particularly surprising because the report
goes on to illustrate that the break-even point of a micro wind turbine can be significantly
earlier than for a solar heating system.

2.4 Challenges faced by small-scale wind turbines
Since B&Q became the first major retailer to sell wind turbines off the shelf in their stores
in September 2006[9], and since senior politicians from both Labour and the Conservatives
announced their intentions to install micro wind turbines on their houses[10], the potential of
small-scale urban electricity generation from the wind has been under considerable media
and political scrutiny.
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The horizontal axis models (sold by B&Q and others) have been subjected to criticism
recently due to their perceived failure to deliver the savings promised by the promotional
literature. Windsave, a manufacturer of micro wind turbines, quotes a power output of
1kW from wind speeds of 12m/s (27mph)[11]. This level of wind is defined as level 6 on the
Beaufort scale (a strong breeze) and these conditions are rarely sustained in the UK,
particularly in urban surroundings. For example, the typical wind speed at 10m above
ground level for the Durham University Science Site is quoted by the DTI to be just 4.8m/s
(11mph)[12]. Since the available power in the wind is proportional to the cube of the wind
speed (see Equation 2-1), the output from the Windsave turbine at 4.8m/s would be just
64W (6.4% of the quoted output).
𝑃=

1
𝜌𝐶 𝐴𝑉 3
2 𝑝

Equation 2-1: Power in the wind

In addition to the lack of sufficient wind in urban areas, the wind flow in these areas is also
characteristically turbulent: i.e. the direction changes continuously[13]. This is a particular
problem for horizontal axis wind turbines as they must be pointed into the wind in order to
extract power; with a constantly varying wind direction significantly less energy can be
extracted as the turbine is only facing the correct direction for limited periods.
Vertical axis wind turbines (VAWTs), however, rotate in such a manner that they accept
wind from all directions. This gives them a considerable advantage over horizontal axis wind
turbines (HAWTs) as they will operate much better in turbulent flow. However, the
efficiency of converting the wind energy into electrical energy is much lower for VAWTs,
particularly models that rely on aerodynamic drag, rather than lift (such as Savonious
turbines).[13]
The overwhelming majority of micro wind turbines on the market are HAWTs, though the
issue of turbulence alone illustrates the potential for VAWTs to be used in urban areas.
However, insufficient data has been obtained regarding the behaviour of VAWTs to facilitate
their widespread use; this project seeks to develop a system to obtain this data.
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3 Specification and Theory
3.1 Background
Rugged Renewables Ltd has developed a Savonious small-scale vertical-axis wind turbine,
currently sited on the roof of the New and Renewable Energy Centre in Blyth (see Figure
3-1). The machine is designed for use in urban environments to take advantage of the
turbulent winds that a horizontal axis turbine would struggle to convert into electrical
energy (see section 2).

Figure 3-1: Rugged Renewable turbine at NaREC, Blyth

By utilising aerodynamic drag, the turbine blades rotate a shaft that is connected to a
permanent magnet generator. The generator outputs three-phase AC power, which is
rectified by a control box developed by the School of Engineering, feeding DC power into a
battery.

3.2 Data logging requirements
In order to further develop the machine into a suitable form for commercial release, Rugged
Renewables requires data regarding the machine‟s performance. It is important that this data
is accessible for a wide range of time periods, from a few seconds up to several days, weeks
or even months.
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To characterise a wind turbine‟s performance, a curve of the coefficient of power (CP)
against the tip-speed ratio (λ) is generally plotted. This allows the turbine to be optimised to
extract the maximum amount of power from a given wind speed. The coefficient of power
can be calculated from the equation of power in the wind as in Equation 3-1.
𝐶𝑃 =

2𝑃
𝜌𝐴𝑣𝑤 3

Equation 3-1

where P is the power output, ρ is the density of air at a given height above sea level, A is the
swept area of the wind turbine and vw is the wind speed.
The tip-speed ratio can be calculated as in Equation 3-2.
𝜆=

𝜔𝑅
𝑣𝑤

Equation 3-2

where ω is the rotational frequency of the machine shaft, R is the radius of the turbine‟s
blades and vw is the wind speed.
For a given machine at a known height above sea level, ρ, A and R are constants. Therefore,
the quantities to be determined are P, vw and ω in order to plot a CP-λ curve. The electrical
power output of the wind turbine is the product of voltage and current, hence it is these
quantities that must be measured.

3.3 Available signal sources
The turbine‟s control box, in addition to rectifying the AC output of the generator, also
contains instrumental electronics that provide signal voltages (0-10V) proportional to the
RMS values of current and voltage in two of the three AC phases and in the postrectification DC circuit (see Figure 3-2).
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iac1

Idc

iac2
Vdc
Vac1
Vac2

Figure 3-2: Location of voltage and current transducers either side of rectifier

Sited next to the wind turbine at NaREC is an anemometer for measuring the instantaneous
wind speed. The anemometer outputs a current between 4mA and 20mA, which is linearly
related to the wind speed range of 0m/s to 50m/s.
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4 Capturing Signals
4.1 Obtaining signals
4.1.1 Voltage and current
The control box connected to the wind turbine includes transducers to generate signal
voltages proportional to the RMS voltages and currents in two of the AC phases and in the
DC circuit. The signals vary linearly between 0V and 10V and are accessible via six BNC
connections.
It is the final power output of the turbine that is of interest to the developers; i.e. the postrectification DC values of voltage and current, as received by the battery. For this reason,
only the DC values are logged, by directly wiring the voltage and current BNCs to the
analogue inputs of the data logger.

4.1.2 Wind speed
The anemometer sited next to the wind turbine provides an indicator of the current wind
speed. Although the anemometer is several metres from the turbine itself, it is situated at
the same altitude, so should provide a very good approximation of the wind conditions
experienced by the turbine (see Figure 4-1); clearly, it is impossible for the anemometer to
be in exactly the same location as the turbine.

Figure 4-1: Anemometer sited next to wind turbine

The anemometer outputs a current between 4mA and 20mA (representing the range 0m/s
to 50m/s). The data logger cannot directly measure current signals, therefore it is necessary
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to pass the current through a resistor and measure the voltage drop across the resistor. In
order to create a voltage response in the range of 4V to 20V, a 1kΩ resistor is used (see
Equation 4-1). The voltage signal is then directly wired to an analogue input of the data
logger.

𝑅=

𝑉
20
=
= 1000Ω
𝐼 0.020
Equation 4-1

4.1.3 Rotational velocity of shaft
The wind turbine does not generate a signal to indicate the rate at which the blades are
rotating, so it was necessary to develop a method of performing this task. Two possible
methods were identified:
a) To measure the frequency of the instantaneous electrical output of the generator,
and hence also the rate at which the shaft is rotating in the generator.
b) To measure the shaft speed directly by using a tachometer.
The control box attached to the wind turbine outputs the RMS of the voltage waveform,
rather than the instantaneous waveform itself, so it would not have been possible to
measure the output frequency of the generator without the addition of further electronics.
Tachometers generally operate using one of two principles. The first is to use a Hall effect
sensor whereby a magnet is passed over a sensor each revolution, generating a voltage
pulse. Alternatively, an optical transducer could shine a light source on to the shaft, which
has had a reflective strip applied to it, and a photosensitive device would emit a voltage
pulse upon receiving light reflected off the strip.
Since the tachometer was to be attached in close proximity to the generator, the
surrounding magnetic fields would render a Hall effect transducer unreliable. Therefore, an
optical system was selected to be a more reliable option.
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4.1.3.1 Optical tachometer design
A photosensitive transducer is a relatively simple electronic circuit, consisting of a light
source and a receiver that emits some form of response when struck by photons within a
particular frequency range. Electronic chips containing all required components are available
and one of these, the Omron EE-SY310 Photomicrosensor, was selected for use.
The EE-SY310 contains two separate electronic circuits. The first is an infrared LED,
emitting light at a wavelength of approximately 920nm. The second circuit is a combination
of a photosensitive diode, an operational amplifier and a transistor, assembled on chip to
provide a high-level output voltage at all times except when the diode is struck by photons
of approximately 870nm wavelength.
The LED requires a voltage of between 4.5V and 16V, with a current no greater than 50mA,
to operate correctly. Based on a 5V power source, a 100Ω resistor must be included to
regulate the current (see Equation 4-2).
𝑅=

𝑉
5
=
= 100Ω
𝐼 0.05
Equation 4-2

According to the specifications of the chip, a 1kΩ resistor must also be added between the
5V power source and the output of the chip. See Figure 4-2 for a circuit diagram of
connections between the chip, resistors and a data logger featuring a 5V power source, a
ground connection and an input.

Omron EE-SY310
Photomicrosensor
(reflective)

K

V

O

1K

A
G

100Ω

GND

+5V

AI

Figure 4-2: Photomicrosensor circuit
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4.1.3.2 Losses due to cable length
The Rugged Renewables turbine is mounted on the roof of a large building, with the control
box fitted within the building. As a result of this, the data logger and laptop computer will be
located next to the control box, where the signals for voltage and current will be generated.
However, the shaft speed transducer is to be mounted on the turbine itself, which is
approximately 50m away.
This is long distance over which to send a 5V signal voltage, so the theoretical voltage drop
along the cable has been calculated. A high voltage drop (greater than 2V) could have caused
problems for the data logging because the pulses would be less well defined.
The resistance of a 50m two-core cable with a 50mm2 cross sectional area was calculated
(based on a copper resistivity of 1.47 x 10-8 Ωm) to be equal to 1.47Ω (see Equation 4-3).
𝜌𝐿 1.47 × 10−8 × 50
𝑅=
=
= 1.47Ω
𝐴
5.0 × 10−7
Equation 4-3: Cable resistance

The resistance across the terminals of the data logger power source was measured with a
multimeter to be 16.2kΩ and across the power terminals of the transducer it was measured
to be at least 6MΩ. Clearly, in comparison to these values, the resistance of the 50m cable
has a negligible contribution to the overall resistance of the circuit, and hence the voltage
drop is insignificant. For completeness, it has been calculated to be approximately 1.22µV
(see Equation 4-4 and Equation 4-5).
𝐼=

𝑉
5
=
= 0.83𝜇𝐴
𝑅 6.02 × 106

Equation 4-4: Current in circuit

𝑉𝐿 = 𝐼𝑅 = 0.83 × 10−7 × 1.47 = 1.22μV
Equation 4-5: Voltage drop in cable

4.1.3.3 Optical tachometer mounting
The design of the generator on the wind turbine is axial, generating power by the relative
motion between two rotor plates connected to the shaft and a static stator plate. The most
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appropriate place to mount the tachometer is on a bracket from the fixed mounting shaft
below the generator in order to position it below the rotor disc (see right-hand side of
Figure 4-3 for an indication of mounting location).

Figure 4-3: Indication of position and mounting of tachometer (machine sketch source: Rugged Renewables
Ltd.)

Since the tachometer is to be mounted on the wind turbine, it will be subjected to outdoor
weather conditions. To protect the electronics from moisture that may cause damage, the
tachometer has been mounted inside a sealed plastic box, with a small window for the
emitter and receiver and electrical connections for 5V, 0V and the output signal.
The transducer generates a 5V output when the receiver is not detecting light reflected
back from the emitter. Since the rotor plate is made of metal and therefore has a reflective
surface, a matt black strip will be applied to the lower surface to cause a pulse to be
produced once per revolution.

4.2 Data logger selection
In order to capture the signals representing voltage, current, wind speed and shaft speed, a
data logger was required. The requirements of the data logger are that:


It should interface with a laptop computer using a USB connection.



It should include at least three analogue inputs for receiving signal voltages up to
10V.



It should include a digital counter input to receive pulses from the optical transducer.



It should include a 5V power source for connection to the optical transducer.
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It should not require a separate power source itself; i.e. it should draw all of its
power from the USB connection.



The data acquisition rate should be high enough to capture enough information to
characterise the turbine. Arbitrarily, a rate of at least 10 samples per second should
be sufficient. (The data logging system currently in use by Rugged Renewables at
NaREC takes one sample per second, then averages these values over two minutes.)

Based on these requirements, a data logger was selected from a range of instruments that
have previously been used by the School of Engineering and are known to be reliable. The
National Instruments NI USB-6008 data acquisition module meets all the above
requirements, featuring eight analogue input channels, two analogue output channels, 12
digital input/output channels and a digital counter. The input channels have a resolution of
12 bits and a sample rate of 10,000 samples per second (note that the sample rate per
channel is equal to the overall sample rate divided by the number of channels in use: i.e.
2500 samples per second for each channel).
The NI USB-6008 draws all required power from the USB port of the computer it is
connected to and features on-board outputs of 2.5V and 5V, as well as neutral connections
to provide a common earth for all measurements. The analogue inputs accept voltages in
the range ±20V and the device is both small (8.18 x 8.51 x 2.31 cm) and lightweight (84g).
Conveniently, the NI USB-6008 interfaces with great compatibility with National
Instruments LabVIEW, an industry-standard block-based programming software package.
This allows data acquired by the data logger to be both captured and processed within one
application.
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5 Signal Processing
All of the signals entering the data logger require some form of processing in order to
correctly represent their real-world values. The voltage, current and wind speed signals are
linearly proportional to the values they represent, but must be calibrated to become
numerically accurate.
The signal representing the shaft speed, however, is a series of pulses, the frequency of
which is proportional to the magnitude of the speed. The software must be able to convert
the frequency of these pulses into a continuous signal, and then calibrate this signal to match
real world values.

5.1 National Instruments LabVIEW
LabVIEW is a block-based programming software package used widely within industry to
perform numerous tasks. It is primarily used for data acquisition, processing and display
purposes; this is made easier by its high level of compatibility with National Instruments data
loggers (such as the USB-6008 selected for this application).
LabVIEW operates by passing data along virtual wires through „blocks‟, each of which
performs a specific function, such as calculating the RMS value of an oscillating signal. As well
as using pre-formed blocks, it is possible to build complex functions from earlier principles
to perform the desired tasks on data. This combination allows LabVIEW to be both simple
to use and potentially very powerful.

5.2 Voltage and current signals
A LabVIEW program for processing the signals for voltage and current has been developed.
The program first receives the data from the data logger and then scales it according to the
equation of a straight line 𝑦 = 𝑚𝑥 + 𝑐, where m is the scaling factor between the signal
voltage outputted by the transducers in the control box and the actual value of the voltage
or current being measured, and c is a constant offset. Figure 5-1 shows a screenshot of the
LabVIEW blocks required to perform the necessary linear calibration, while Figure 5-2
shows a screenshot of the LabVIEW user interface for setting the calibration constants.
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Figure 5-1: LabVIEW block diagram of signal scaling

Figure 5-2: LabVIEW front end for entering calibration constants

5.3 Wind speed signal
The potential difference across the resistor connected to the anemometer varies linearly
between 4V and 20V, corresponding to 0m/s to 50m/s wind speed. Therefore an identical
scaling system is used as in 5.2 above, with the calibration constants set as gradient =
3.125(m/s)/V and Y-intercept = -12.5m/s.

5.4 Shaft speed signal
The signal outputted by the tachometer is a series of pulses, the frequency of which are
proportional to the generator speed. In order to convert these pulses into a continuous
signal, the signal is fed into the digital counter input of the data logger. Every revolution, the
reflective strip on the generator causes a pulse to be outputted from the tachometer, and
the rising edge of the pulse is counted by the data logger.
A continuous count from zero (at the point that data logging commences) upwards is then
fed into a filter block to convert the stepped response (black line in Figure 5-3) into a
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smoothed response (blue line in Figure 5-3). Note that there is a small offset between the
stepped line and the smooth line; this is irrelevant because it is the gradient of the line,
rather than the magnitude, that corresponds to the rotational speed.

Figure 5-3: Smoothing of stepped response

The smoothed response is then outputted by LabVIEW to the MySQL database (see section
6). The column it is entered in is capable of accepting up to 10 digits which, assuming an
average rotational speed of 10Hz (600rpm), can accommodate more than 31 years of data
(see Equation 5-1).
999999999
= 31.70 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠
10 × 60 × 60 × 24 × 365
Equation 5-1
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6 Uploading the Data
After LabVIEW has calibrated the signals from the real-world sources, it is necessary to
store the data points in a database. To facilitate the remote access of the data from
computers other than the laptop directly connected to the wind turbine, it is necessary for
this database to be stored online.
The most commonly used online database is MySQL, which is written to by sending SQL
statements to the server instructing it to, for example, insert a new row with particular
values. Equally, the database is read from by sending similar statements to the server.

6.1 Assembling SQL statement
Typically, SQL statements are automatically generated by a website or some form of
software. For the purposes of this project, the SQL statements for writing values into the
database are generated by LabVIEW. Figure 6-1 is a LabVIEW screenshot illustrating the
processes required to generate the SQL statement.

Figure 6-1: Assembling the SQL statement

The database requires each of the four real world signals, as well as a time stamp accurate
to 1/100 of a second to allow accurate plotting. In addition to this, a unique identity number
for each database row is automatically generated upon the creation of that row. The
„Format Into String‟ block is used to take signals and insert them into the desired parts of a
text statement.
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At the top of Figure 6-1 the SQL statement for creating a new row in the database is visible.
The parts of the statement where the numerical values would appear have been replaced by
variable operators (e.g. %f for a „float‟ type of variable). Each variable in the statement then
corresponds to an input in the „Format Into String‟ block. The four calibrated signals are fed
directly into the appropriate inputs, while a timestamp (formatted to match the order of a
„datetime‟ field in a MySQL database; i.e. YYYYMMDDHHMMSS) is also added. This
timestamp is used for database maintenance and will not be directly accessed by the
graphing code.
For the purposes of identifying the time for graphing, the time is manipulated as a single
number equal to the number of seconds since the turn of the new millennium in 2000. This
arbitrary epoch was chosen to guarantee a standard point of reference throughout
calculations. In Figure 6-1, a timestamp is fed into a sub-VI (a separate LabVIEW program
that processes data to avoid creating a confusion of wires and blocks within the main
program) which can be viewed in Figure 6-2. The purpose of the sub-VI is to subtract 2000
years from the current date and convert the years, months, days, hours and minutes into
seconds and summing these to get the total number of seconds.

Figure 6-2: Calculating the number of seconds since 00:00:00 01/01/2000

A final variable was added to the SQL statement to indicate the progress of time through
the current second in hundredths of a second. This is entered into the database as a
separate variable, rather than being added onto the number of seconds since 2000, so that
the latter may be stored as an integer value. The two variables are combined at the
receiving end to give a value for the number of seconds since 2000 to two decimal places.
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6.2 Inserting values into the MySQL database
The version of LabVIEW that was used was the Student Edition. This version contains
virtually all the necessary features for performing the tasks required of it by this project, but
does not include tools for accessing internet databases. Therefore, a free open source addon for LabVIEW, known as LabSQL (created by Jeffrey Travis of Jeffrey Travis Studios), has
been acquired for providing interaction between LabVIEW and the MySQL database. Figure
6-3 illustrates the flow of data through the LabSQL blocks.

Figure 6-3: LabSQL

The „Create Conn‟ block establishes an internet connection before the „Open Conn‟ block
connects to a database specified in the computer‟s Microsoft ODBC Administrator (MySQL
ODBC driver, see Figure 6-4), in this case a database called „mysql‟.

Figure 6-4: ODBC configuration
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The „SQL Execute‟ block receives the SQL statement generated in 6.1 and executes it as a
command on the MySQL server. The effect of the statement is to insert the applied values
into the table called „data‟ in the „Cd310um_project‟ database (as defined in the ODBC
configuration). The final blocks close the connection to the database.
When run continuously, LabVIEW is able to insert values into the database table 13 times
every second. This is clearly much slower than the 2500 samples per second that the data
logger is capturing, but nevertheless provides enough data to provide high resolution
graphing, even over time periods of only a few seconds. In comparison to the system
currently used at NaREC to log a Rugged Renewables turbine, which samples only once per
second and then averages these values over two minutes, this web-based system provides
significantly more detail.
A MySQL database has a maximum capacity of 4GB, and each row of data in this system has
a typical size of approximately 62B, theoretically allowing approximately two months of
continuous data to be captured at 13 samples per second (see Equation 6-1).
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

4 × 1024 × 1024 × 1024
= 61.7 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠
62 × 13 × 60 × 60 × 24
Equation 6-1
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7 Displaying the Data
A key feature of this system is its ability for the recorded data to be accessed remotely from
any internet-connected computer. The end-user does not require any special software or
knowledge to be able to view the data graphically, as all the data is delivered using a
standard web browser such as Microsoft Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox.
The data is extracted from the database using PHP-generated SQL commands and a userdefined graph is built on-screen by a PHP script. This can be customised by the user to allow
any two variables to be plotted over any time period for which data has been logged.
Additionally, the variables can be plotted as a CP-λ curve for a time independent
characterisation of the turbine.

7.1 Selecting signals and plotting period
The user interface for time-relative plotting is split into two frames: the left frame is used
for the display of the graphs, while the right frame contains a control panel for the user to
enter their graphical specifications (see Figure 7-1).

Figure 7-1: Overview of user interface (with artificial data)

The control panel appears in two different formats, depending on whether „Live plot‟ or
„Historical plot‟ has been selected by the user. The two forms operate in a very similar
manner, with the only difference being that the live plot allows the user to select a plotting
period from the current time backwards, while the historical plot allows any time range in
the database to be plotted (see Figure 7-2 and Figure 7-3).
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Figure 7-3: Live plot control panel

Figure 7-2: Historical plot control panel

When submitted, the forms connect to the same MySQL database as the data points, but to
a different table, called „view‟. This table has one row containing six columns, as defined in
Table 7-1.
id

Unique identifier

plot1

Contains a number (1 to 4) specifying the variable to plot on the primary Y-axis

plot2

Contains a number (1 to 4) specifying the variable to plot on the secondary Y-axis

duration

Contains the duration of the plot in seconds

start

Contains the start time of the plot, in terms of the number of seconds since
01/01/1970 00:00:00 (known as the Unix Epoch)

stop

Contains the end time of the plot, in terms of the number of seconds since 01/01/1970
00:00:00 (known as the Unix Epoch)
Table 7-1: Overview of ‘view’ MySQL table

For both control panels, the table is populated directly with the numerical code for the
variables (voltage = 1, current = 2, rotational speed = 3 and wind speed = 4). For the live
plot, the „duration‟ column is populated with the result of Equation 7-1.
𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 × 86400) + ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 × 3600 + 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 × 60 + 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠
Equation 7-1

The „start‟ and „stop‟ columns are entered with a value of zero, as they are not required for
live plots.

The historical plot control panel submits values in a slightly different manner. The PHP
„mktime‟ function is used to combine the entered values of hour, minute, second, month,
day and year into one number with the value of the number of seconds since the Unix
Epoch of 01/01/1970 00:00:00 for both start and stop values. These are entered into the
„start‟ and „stop‟ columns of the table, along with the difference between the two in the
„duration‟ column.

7.2 Plotting a graph
The graph is a PNG image file generated for the user by the PHP code based on the values
entered into the „view‟ table. The left-hand frame of the page refreshes automatically every
10 seconds to ensure that the most up-to-date data is being displayed.

7.2.1 Setting graph parameters
When the graph generating script is executed, it first connects to the MySQL database and
extracts the data from the single-row table „view‟. The columns of plot1, plot2, duration,
start and stop are extracted from the table; if the duration column is set to zero (typically
because the live plot control panel form has not been completed), a default value of 30
seconds is set.
The next process is to extract the most recent point from the „data‟ table of the database
(see Table 7-2) in order to provide an end reference point for the live plot.
id

Unique row identifier

time

A timestamp of the row (used only for database maintenance)

voltage

Value of voltage measurement (in volts)

current

Value of current measurement (in amps)

rotation

Continuous count of generator rotations (the integral of the rotation speed in Hz)

wind

Value of wind speed measurement (in metres per second)

seconds

Number of seconds since 01/01/2000 00:00:00

fraction

Progress through the current second in format 0.xx
Table 7-2: Overview of 'data' MySQL table

The most recent value is constructed by adding the „seconds‟ and „fractions‟ column
together to get the number of seconds since 01/01/2000 00:00:00 to two decimal places.
The script then identifies whether the user has requested a live plot or a historical plot
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based on the contents of the „start‟ and „stop‟ columns extracted from the „view‟ database. If
these values are equal to zero (indicating that the user was using the live control panel), the
end time of the plot is set to be equal to the value just extracted from the „data‟ table and
the start time is set to be this value minus the requested plot duration.
If, however, the values in the „start‟ and „stop‟ columns are greater than zero (indicating that
the user has selected a date range in the historical control panel) the values are converted
from the Unix Epoch format used by the MySQL database (the elapsed seconds since
01/01/1970 00:00:00) to the arbitrary format outputted by LabVIEW (the elapsed seconds
since 01/01/2000 00:00:00) by subtracting 946,771,200 – the number of seconds between
1970 and 2000.
The PHP code then instructs the server to create an image of width 1000 pixels and height
450 pixels (optimised for viewing at a screen resolution of 1440 by 900 pixels). Additionally,
a border of 125 pixels down the left and right edges, 20 pixels at the top edge and 50 pixels
at the bottom edge is defined. Finally, six colours are defined by their RGB values: white,
grey, blue, red, green and black.

7.2.2 Plotting the lines
The data is sent to the MySQL database by LabVIEW approximately 13 times each second
which would equate to the number of points tabulated in Table 7-3 for plots of varying
lengths, assuming every data point is extracted and plotted:
Plot duration

Data points

30 seconds

390

10 minutes

7,800

3 hours

140,400

30 days

33,696,000
Table 7-3: Data points required to plot graphs

As the number of points plotted increase, the speed at which the graph image can be
generated decreases. Eventually, the server will refuse to generate the image if the graph
takes longer than 30 seconds to create. Clearly, this could compromise the requirement of
the software to be able to plot graphs over varying time scales.
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To avoid this problem, a maximum of 10,000 points are plotted on any graph. The script
connects to the „data‟ table and extracts 10,000 random rows from within the requested
time range. The code then identifies the variable that the user has requested to plot and
generates a 2-dimensional array of the time (in seconds since 2000) and the variable.
Since the rows are extracted at random from the table, the matrix is then sorted by time
using the sort() function to allow them to be plotted in the correct order. At this stage, if
rotational speed is being plotted, the database values are replaced by their derivatives. This
is done by calculating the rate of change between each point and its previous value. A
moving average of width 15 data points (equivalent to just over one second) is then
performed on the differentiated signal in order to smooth out noise from the calculation of
rate of change.
Prior to actually plotting the data points, the maximum, minimum and mean values are
calculated in order to be displayed in the top margin of the graph. A loop then cycles
through each row in the array, performing a function to scale the points to fit within the
borders of the graph, leaving a space of one volt/amp/(m/s)/Hz at the top and bottom. For
each data point, a line is plotted between itself and the previous value, forming a curve that
appears smooth to the user.
The above process is then repeated in order to plot the secondary line on the graph.

7.2.3 Creating grid and labels
To enable user-friendly viewing of the graphs, a grid is plotted. The intervals between grid
lines are determined by the range of values being plotted. The integer of the range of values
between the maximum and minimum is repeatedly divided by ten for as long as it remains
greater than one. The interval between horizontal grid lines is then determined by Equation
7-2.
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 = 10𝑛
Equation 7-2

where n is the number of times the range could be successfully divided by ten. This, in
effect, counts the digits in the range of values and sets the interval to be one unit for a one
digit number, 10 units for a two digit number, 100 units for a three digit number etc.
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The horizontal grid lines are only plotted for the primary plot, though accompanying labels
are printed for both plots on their respective Y axes.
Similarly, X-axis grid lines are plotted every 1 second for time ranges (in seconds) of one
digit, every 10 seconds for two digits, every 100 seconds for three digits etc. The time in
seconds is converted back to a readable time format by adding 946,771,220 seconds to
convert it to the Unix Epoch formatted date and using the date() function to put it in the
format HH:MM:SS DD:MMM:YYYY. The date and time are then plotted beneath every tenth
grid line. Figure 7-4 illustrates the graph plotting area.

Figure 7-4: Example plot of voltage and current against time

7.3 Plotting a CP-λ curve
In order to characterise the behaviour of a wind turbine, it is necessary to plot timeindependent charts such as CP-λ curves. As discussed earlier, CP and λ are functions of
rotational speed, wind speed, blade radius, swept area, voltage, current and air density. In
order to plot an accurate CP-λ curve for a wind turbine, it is necessary to have as much data
about the wind turbine over a range of various wind speeds as possible. The fact that this
system stores every data point taken over a long period of time makes it ideal for generating
accurate curves.
The CP-λ curve is generated in much the same way as the time dependent plots: 10,000
random rows are extracted from the „data‟ table and manipulated with pre-defined
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constants in order to generate values for CP and λ. The swept area and radius of the turbine
are set as variables at the start of the PHP code, so it is possible to adjust these depending
on the parameters of the turbine to be analysed. Also, the height of the turbine can be
entered to allow the code to calculate a more accurate value for air density, varying
according to Equation 7-3.
𝜌 = 𝜌0 exp

−0.297ℎ
𝑘𝑔/𝑚3
3048

Equation 7-3: Change in air density with height

where ρ0 is the air density at sea level (1.225 kg/m3) and h is the height above sea level.
The points are plotted as individual crosses, rather than a continuous line, as this provides a
clear indicator to the user of the quantity and distribution of points.

7.4 Exporting data to Excel
To allow the user to perform detailed data analysis and to plot custom graphs, the system
can export the currently selected time period to an Excel spreadsheet. To do this, the user
clicks the „Export Excel spreadsheet of selected range‟ link, which calls PHP code that takes
10,000 samples from within the chosen time range and creates an Excel spreadsheet of all
four variables and a timestamp. Figure 7-5 shows data being plotted on an Excel graph.

Figure 7-5: Analysis of data exported from MySQL database to Excel spreadsheet
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8 Testing
Due to unforeseen circumstances regarding the physical stability of the wind turbine, it has
not been possible to test this data logging system on the turbine itself. Therefore, to
determine that the system is working correctly it is necessary to verify the following
features:


That the data logger can accept and enter into LabVIEW analogue signals (real world
signals, where possible) varying between 0 and 20V and a 5V pulsed signal as a digital
input.



That these signals, after processing in LabVIEW, can be uploaded to an internet
database and viewed graphically over a range of time periods.



That the tachometer correctly pulses each revolution and triggers the digital counter
on the data logger.

8.1 Testing current and voltage logging on DC machine
In order to test the abilities of the data logging system to process genuine voltage and
current signals, the data logger was connected to a DC machine in the School of
Engineering. The DC machine is connected to a voltage and current transducer similar to
that used on the wind turbine, though with a less advanced RMS converter.
It was found that the RMS values for voltage and current being generated by the transducer
were unreliable, so the data logging system was adapted to instead use the instantaneous
values of voltage and current. In both cases, a sinusoidal wave was received by the data
logger; for the voltage, the DC offset of this wave was proportional to the RMS value, while
for the current the width of the envelope was proportional to the RMS. To overcome this,
blocks were added to LabVIEW in order to generate a single linear signal for each of voltage
and current (see Figure 8-1 and Figure 8-2). Assuming the newer control box attached to
the turbine at NaREC generates an accurate, clean signal for the RMS voltage and current,
this additional processing will not be necessary when the system is in use on the turbine.
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Figure 8-1: Converting instantaneous voltage to RMS-proportional voltage

Figure 8-2: Converting instantaneous current to RMS-proportional current

8.1.1 Testing at upload rate of 1Hz
With the voltage and current being sampled by the data logger at its maximum sampling rate
(~2500Hz), a delay was added to the program to allow points to only be uploaded once per
second. The speed of the DC machine was then varied to produce the waveform in
LabVIEW shown in Figure 8-3, where the black line represents voltage and the blue line
current:

Figure 8-3: Voltage and current response in LabVIEW (1Hz upload test)
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The same time period was then viewed using the web interface to determine the effects of
uploading only one sample per second. The waveform in Figure 8-4 was plotted, where the
blue line represents voltage and the red line current (note that the scaling is different to that
in LabVIEW):

Figure 8-4: Voltage and current response on web interface (1Hz upload test)

It is clear that both signals have been represented generally accurately, but significant
definition has been lost, particularly in the current plot. To determine just how much
definition was lost, a second test was performed, this time at the maximum upload rate of
13 samples per second.

8.1.2 Testing at upload rate of 13Hz
A similar pattern of variation in machine speed was performed again on the machine, this
time with the delay removed from LabVIEW to allow it to upload at its maximum rate of 13
samples per second. The following waveforms were produced in LabVIEW (Figure 8-5) and
by the web interface (Figure 8-6).
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Figure 8-5: Voltage and current response in LabVIEW (13Hz upload test)

Figure 8-6: Voltage and current response on web interface (13Hz upload test)

There is clearly significantly greater definition in the web interface at 13Hz than at 1Hz.
Although the 13Hz approach requires greater storage space in the MySQL database, it can
provide significantly more detail of slight variations in any of the variables. This may be of
particular use in plotting the wind speed against the other variables to determine the
immediacy of their response to wind variations.
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8.2 Testing wind speed signal
The output of the anemometer varies linearly between 4V and 20V to represent wind
speeds between 0m/s and 50m/s. Figure 8-7 shows a typical variance in wind speed over 30
seconds. The disc averaged wind speed fluctuates by approximately 4m/s three times over
the 30 second period. At such a low frequency (~0.1Hz) compared to the upload rate of
13Hz, there should be no aliasing. Since the signal is similar in form to those for voltage and
current, no separate specific testing is required for the wind speed signal, as successful
interpretation of analogue signals has already been demonstrated.

Figure 8-7: Typical wind characteristic[14]

8.3 Testing shaft speed tachometer
In order to test the tachometer, it was attached to an axial DC machine very similar to that
which is used on the wind turbine. It was mounted on a static part of the machine, with its
sensors facing the rotor disc at a distance of approximately 5mm. The metal surface of the
rotor was reflective enough to trigger the sensor, so instead of using a reflective strip a
piece of black insulating tape was applied to the rotor.
The tachometer was then connected to the data logger, using the 5V power supply, ground
and digital counter inputs. Figure 8-8, Figure 8-9 and Figure 8-10 illustrate the response of
the digital counter in LabVIEW to variations in the speed of the machine. The gradients of
the stepped (black) and smoothed (blue) lines can be clearly seen to change as the speed of
the machine changes.
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Figure 8-8: Response of digital counter to machine accelerating and settling at steady speed

Figure 8-9: Response of digital counter to an increase in machine speed

Figure 8-10: Response of digital counter to machine slowing towards a stop

8.3.1 Testing conversion of pulse count to shaft speed
When the data points for the shaft speed are downloaded from the MySQL database, they
are differentiated and averaged before being plotted. In order to test this, a signal generator
was used to generate a square wave at approximately 10Hz, to which a step-change to
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100Hz was applied for a few seconds before being restored to 10Hz. Figure 8-11 illustrates
the response of the web plot to this variation.
Although there does appear to be some noise in the plot, caused by the differentiation and
filtered out partially by the moving average smoothing, the plot is otherwise acceptably
accurate. There does appear to be a scaling error, causing the results to be closer to 14Hz
and 140Hz than 10Hz and 100Hz, but this could be solved through calibration. In regular
use, the system would not be expected to have to cope with sudden jumps as between
10Hz and 100Hz, as changes in frequency will be much more gradual.

Figure 8-11: Response of rotational velocity plot to a change in frequency
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9 Discussion
9.1 Overview
The data logging system has been developed to meet all of the specifications. The key
challenge identified at the start of the project was to be able to develop the system in such a
way that it operates successfully over a range of time periods. The system must be able to
plot graphs of the previous month as easily as it is able to plot graphs of the previous few
seconds.
By configuring LabVIEW to upload the sampled data directly to an internet database, it has
been possible to store every single data point, providing flexibility to the user to choose the
time period they would like to view after, rather than before, the sampling takes place. The
user is able to select to view any time period of their choice and plot any two of four
available variables.
A major challenge of the system was to allow it to plot the data over a long time period
(days, weeks or months). This is because longer time periods contain more data, which
requires the web server to perform a correspondingly greater number of calculations,
eventually causing it to crash without plotting any graph. To avoid this problem, a maximum
of 10,000 random points are selected for plotting any time period. Since the graphing area is
only 750 pixels wide, this is more than enough to provide sufficient detail, while preventing
excessive loads on the server.
The web interface is able to plot graphs that correspond very accurately to those generated
directly by the data logger in LabVIEW, particularly when data is uploaded at the maximum
sampling rate of 13Hz. At lower sampling rates, the web interface plots graphs with a lower
resolution, potentially allowing fluctuations of very short duration to go unnoticed. For this
reason, it is recommended that the system operates at the maximum rate, as the only
advantage to slowing it down is that fewer database rows would be used.
Compared to the system currently in use on a Rugged Renewables turbine at NaREC, which
samples only once per second and then averages these samples over a two minute period,
this system at 13Hz provides significantly greater detail, as well as the aforementioned
benefits of being able to plot any time range. The existing system at NaREC is unable to
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record sufficiently accurate data to derive a CP-λ curve; this system, however, is capable of
storing so much data that it is ideal for the generation of a CP-λ curve, which the web
interface has been programmed to perform at the user‟s request.

9.2 Tachometer development
Whereas signals for voltage, current and wind speed are already present at the turbine,
there was no transducer producing a signal for the rotational speed of the generator. For
this reason, an optical tachometer was designed and built, with the purpose of producing a
voltage pulse every revolution. The original intention was to enter the pulses into LabVIEW
as an analogue signal, where they would be counted and converted to a frequency value.
However, in practice LabVIEW was unable to do this satisfactorily.
The alternative method developed was to connect the pulses into the digital counter input
of the data logger, causing each pulse to trigger an increase in the count. The rate of change
of this count would then be equal to the rotational frequency of the generator. LabVIEW‟s
method of differentiating this signal, however, proved unreliable, so instead the processing is
done at the web interface.
The interface finds the gradient between every plot, then filters out noise by performing a
moving average over 15 data points. The resulting plot provides a very good representation
of the frequency at which the pulses are generated, and hence the speed of the turbine.
Calibration will be required to ensure that the speed of the generator correctly represented
by the values on the graph axes.
Further development of this project may add an electronic frequency-to-voltage converter
to the transducer, which would produce a linear signal directly from the pulses, which could
be entered into the data logger in the same way as the signals for voltage, current and wind
speed. Assuming an accurate converter is used, this would simplify the system and
potentially also increase accuracy.
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10 Conclusions
The data logging system meets all its specifications and also provides many additional
benefits over the existing system. The feature of storing all logged data points in an online
database provides the system with the ability to recall and plot any period of data of any
duration since logging began. The other key advantage is that it allows the data to be viewed
from any location in the world with an internet connection, which is especially beneficial for
monitoring wind turbines in remote locations, far away from the analysis centre.
The system records voltage, current, wind speed and shaft speed 13 times every second,
allowing any two of these variables to be plotted against time for any period that has been
logged. Additionally, the variables may be combined with several constants of the turbine in
order to plot a time-independent CP-λ curve.
The existing system sampled only once per second, averaged the samples over two minute
periods, did not have any internet connectivity and did not provide long-term storage to
allow custom time periods to be plotted. In comparison, this system is considerably more
useful.
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12 Appendices
12.1 Appendix A – PHP code for time-dependent plot
<?php
// Connect to MySQL database
$link = mysql_connect("mysql.dur.ac.uk", "d310um", "morn8ing")
or die("Cannot connect to server.") ;
mysql_select_db("Cd310um_project") or die("Cannot connect to database.");

// Get plot parameters
$query = "SELECT * FROM `view` LIMIT 0,1";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die ("Cannot connect to table.");
while ($view = mysql_fetch_object($result)) {
$duration = $view->duration ; // Duration of plot (in seconds)
if ($duration <= 0) $duration = 30 ; // Default duration to 30 seconds
$plot1 = $view->plot1 ;
$plot2 = $view->plot2 ;
$start = $view->start ;
$stop = $view->stop ;
}

// Get latest plot time in seconds.
$query = "SELECT * FROM `data` ORDER BY `id` DESC LIMIT 0,1";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die ("Cannot connect to table.");
while ($data = mysql_fetch_object($result)) {
$lasttime = $data->seconds + $data->fractions ;
}
if ($start == 0) $min = $lasttime - $duration ;
elseif ($start > 0) $min = $start - 946771200 ;
if ($stop == 0) $max = $lasttime ;
elseif ($stop > 0) $max = $stop - 946771200 ;

// Define .PNG image
header("Content-type: image/png");
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$imgWidth=1000;
$imgHeight=450;
$borderleft=125;
$borderright=125;
$bordertop=20;
$borderbottom=50;

// Create image and define colors
$image=imagecreate($imgWidth, $imgHeight);
$colorWhite=imagecolorallocate($image, 255, 255, 255);
$colorGrey=imagecolorallocate($image, 192, 192, 192);
$colorBlue=imagecolorallocate($image, 0, 0, 255);
$colorRed=imagecolorallocate($image, 255, 0, 0);
$colorGreen=imagecolorallocate($image, 0, 255, 150);
$colorBlack=imagecolorallocate($image, 0, 0, 0);
$query = "SELECT * FROM `data` WHERE seconds <= $max AND seconds >= $min ORDER BY RAND()
LIMIT 10000";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die ("Cannot connect to table.");

// Determine max y-axis and min values for scaling LINE 1
$ymax = -9999999 ;
$ymin = 9999999 ;
$ytotal = 0 ;
$ycount = 0 ;
$i = 0 ;
while ($data = mysql_fetch_object($result)) {
switch($plot1)
{
case 1:
$plot = $data->voltage ;
break ;
case 2:
$plot = $data->current ;
break ;
case 3:
$plot = $data->rotation ;
break ;
case 4:
$plot
break
default:
$plot
break
}

= $data->wind ;
;
= $data->voltage ;
;

$matrix[$i][0] = $data->seconds + $data->fractions ;
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$matrix[$i][1] = $plot ;
$i++ ;
}
$imax = $i ;
$gradstep = 1 ;
$smoothstep = 15 ;

sort($matrix) ; // Sort values by time
// Differentiate rotational count to get shaft speed
if ($plot1 == 3)
{
for ($i=$gradstep; $i<=$imax; $i++)
{
$grad = ( ($matrix[$i-$gradstep][1] - $matrix[$i][1]) / ($matrix[$i$gradstep][0] - $matrix[$i][0]) ) ;
for ($j=$i-$gradstep; $j<$i; $j++)
{
$matrix[$j][1] = $grad ;
}
}
// Smooth differentiated signal
for ($i=0; $i<=$imax; $i++)
{
$smoothtot = 0 ;
for ($j=$i; $j<$i+$smoothstep; $j++)
{
$smoothtot = $smoothtot + $matrix[$j][1] ;
}
$smooth = $smoothtot / $smoothstep ;
for ($j=$i; $j<$i+$smoothstep; $j++)
{
$matrix[$j][1] = $smooth ;
}
}
}

for ($i=0; $i<$imax; $i++)
{
$ymax = determine_ymax($matrix[$i][1], $ymax) ;
$ymin = determine_ymin($matrix[$i][1], $ymin) ;
$ytotal = $ytotal + $matrix[$i][1] ;
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$ycount++ ;
}
$ymean = $ytotal / $ycount ;
$ymean = number_format($ymean, 2) ; // Mean y value to 2 decimal places
$ymaximum = number_format($ymax, 2) ; // Actual min/max y values, with 2 decimal places
$yminimum = number_format($ymin, 2) ;
$ymax = intval($ymax) + 1 ; // Min/max y values for scaling graph
$ymin = intval($ymin) - 1 ;

// Plot line 1
$a = 0 ;
for ($i = 0; $i < $imax; $i++)
{
$seconds = $matrix[$i][0] ;
$plot = $matrix[$i][1] ;
$x = plot_x($borderleft, $borderright, $imgWidth, $min, $duration, $seconds) ;
$y = plot_y($imgHeight, $borderbottom, $plot, $ymin, $bordertop, $ymax) ;
if ($a == 1)
{
imageline($image, $xold, $yold, $x, $y, $colorBlue);
only from second pass around the loop onwards
}

// Plot line, but

$a = 1 ;
$xold = $x ;
$yold = $y ;

}
// Print max, min, mean values for line 1
imagestring($image, 2, 20, 1, "Min: $yminimum", $colorBlue) ;
imagestring($image, 2, 100, 1, "Max: $ymaximum", $colorBlue) ;
imagestring($image, 2, 180, 1, "Mean: $ymean", $colorBlue) ;

// Calculate regularity with which labels should appear on y-axis for line 1
$test = $ymax - $ymin ;
$digits = 0 ;
do

// Count digits
{
$test = intval($test) ;
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$test = $test / 10 ;
$digits++ ;
}
while ($test > 1) ;
$m = 1 ;
for ($i = 2; $i < $digits; $i++)
{
$m = $m * 10 ;
}
$j = $m * 5 ;
$k = 0 ;
$n = 0 ;

// Create grid and labels for line 1
for ($i=$ymin; $i<=$ymax; $i++) {
if (($n == 0) || ($n == $m))
{
$y = ($imgHeight-$borderbottom) + ($i - $ymin)*((0+$bordertop)-($imgHeight$borderbottom))/($ymax+($ymax/10) - $ymin) ;
imageline($image, $borderleft, $y, $imgWidth-$borderright, $y, $colorGrey) ;
// Plot horizontal lines every 1 unit
imageline($image, $borderleft-5, $y, $borderleft, $y, $colorBlue) ; // Tick
mark
imagestring($image, 2, $borderleft-30, $y-6, "$i", $colorBlue) ; // Print y
value on every gridline
$n = 0 ;
}
$n++ ;
}
// Determine max y-axis and min values for scaling LINE 2
$query = "SELECT * FROM `data` WHERE seconds <= $max AND seconds >= $min ORDER BY RAND()
LIMIT 10000";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die ("Cannot connect to table.");
$ymax = -9999999 ;
$ymin = 9999999 ;
$ytotal = 0 ;
$ycount = 0 ;
$i = 0 ;
while ($data = mysql_fetch_object($result)) {
switch($plot2)
{
case 1:
$plot = $data->voltage ;
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break ;
case 2:
$plot = $data->current ;
break ;
case 3:
$plot = $data->rotation ;
break ;
case 4:
$plot
break
default:
$plot
break
}

= $data->wind ;
;
= $data->current ;
;

$matrix2[$i][0] = $data->seconds + $data->fractions ;
$matrix2[$i][1] = $plot ;

$i++ ;
}
$imax = $i ;
$gradstep = 1 ;
sort($matrix2) ; // Sort values by time
if ($plot2 == 3)
{
for ($i=$gradstep; $i<=$imax; $i++)
{
$grad = ( ($matrix2[$i-$gradstep][1] - $matrix2[$i][1]) / ($matrix2[$i$gradstep][0] - $matrix2[$i][0]) ) ;
for ($j=$i-$gradstep; $j<$i; $j++)
{
$matrix2[$j][1] = $grad ;
}
}
// Smooth differentiated signal
for ($i=0; $i<=$imax; $i++)
{
$smoothtot = 0 ;
for ($j=$i; $j<$i+$smoothstep; $j++)
{
$smoothtot = $smoothtot + $matrix2[$j][1] ;
}
$smooth = $smoothtot / $smoothstep ;
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for ($j=$i; $j<$i+$smoothstep; $j++)
{
$matrix2[$j][1] = $smooth ;
}
}
}
for ($i=0; $i<$imax; $i++)
{
$ymax = determine_ymax($matrix2[$i][1], $ymax) ;
$ymin = determine_ymin($matrix2[$i][1], $ymin) ;
$ytotal = $ytotal + $matrix2[$i][1] ;
$ycount++ ;
}
$ymean = $ytotal / $ycount ;
$ymean = number_format($ymean, 2) ; // Mean y value to 2 decimal places
$ymaximum = number_format($ymax, 2) ; // Actual min/max y values, with 2 decimal places
$yminimum = number_format($ymin, 2) ;
$ymax = intval($ymax) + 1 ; // Min/max y values for scaling graph
$ymin = intval($ymin) - 1 ;

// Plot line 2
$a = 0 ;
for ($i = 0; $i < $imax; $i++)
{
$seconds = $matrix2[$i][0] ;
$plot = $matrix2[$i][1] ;
$x = plot_x($borderleft, $borderright, $imgWidth, $min, $duration, $seconds) ;
$y = plot_y($imgHeight, $borderbottom, $plot, $ymin, $bordertop, $ymax) ;
if ($a == 1)
{
imageline($image, $xold, $yold, $x, $y, $colorRed);
second pass around the loop onwards
}

// Plot line from

$a = 1 ;
$xold = $x ;
$yold = $y ;

}
// Print max, min, mean values for line 2
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imagestring($image, 2, 290, 1, "Min: $yminimum", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image, 2, 370, 1, "Max: $ymaximum", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image, 2, 450, 1, "Mean: $ymean", $colorRed) ;

// Calculate regularity with which labels should appear on y-axis
$test = $ymax - $ymin ;
$digits = 0 ;
do

// Count digits

{
$test = intval($test) ;
$test = $test / 10 ;
$digits++ ;
}
while ($test > 1) ;
$m = 1 ;
for ($i = 2; $i < $digits; $i++)
{
$m = $m * 10 ;
}
$j = $m * 5 ;
$k = 0 ;
$n = 0 ;

// Create grid and labels for line 2
for ($i=$ymin; $i<=$ymax; $i++) {
if (($n == 0) || ($n == $m))
{
$y = ($imgHeight-$borderbottom) + ($i - $ymin)*((0+$bordertop)-($imgHeight$borderbottom))/($ymax+($ymax/10) - $ymin) ;

imageline($image, ($imgWidth-$borderright), $y, ($imgWidth-$borderright+5),
$y, $colorRed) ; // Tick mark
imagestring($image, 2, ($imgWidth-$borderright+12), $y-6, "$i", $colorRed) ;
// Print y value on every gridline
$n = 0 ;
}
$n++ ;
}

// Create border around image
imageline($image, 0, 0, 0, $imgHeight, $colorGrey);
imageline($image, 0, 0, $imgWidth, 0, $colorGrey);
imageline($image, $imgWidth-1, 0, $imgWidth-1, $imgHeight-1, $colorGrey);
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imageline($image, 0, $imgHeight-1, $imgWidth-1, $imgHeight-1, $colorGrey);

// Calculate regularity with which labels should appear along x-axis
$test = $duration ;
$digits = 0 ;
do

// Count digits

{
$test = intval($test) ;
$test = $test / 10 ;
$digits++ ;
}
while ($test > 1) ;
$m = 1 ;
for ($i = 2; $i < $digits; $i++)
{
$m = $m * 10 ;
}
$j = $m * 5 ;
$k = 0 ;
$n = 0 ;
$p = 2 ;
for ($i=$min; $i<=$max; $i++) {
if (($n == 0) || ($n == $m))
{
$x = $borderleft + ($i - $min)*(($imgWidth-$borderright)(0+$borderleft))/($duration) ;
imageline($image, $x, $bordertop, $x, $imgHeight-$borderbottom, $colorGrey) ;
// Plot vertical gridlines
$n = 0 ;
}
if (($k == 0) || ($k == $j))
{
imageline($image, $x, $imgHeight-($borderbottom-5), $x, $imgHeight$borderbottom, $colorBlack) ; // Tick mark
$time = $i + 946771200 ; // Adjust time zero-point from 00:00:00 1/1/2000 to
Unix Epoch (00:00:00 1/1/1970)
$timestring1 = date('H:i:s', $time) ;
$timestring2 = date('d M Y', $time) ;
if ($p == 2)
{
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imagestring($image, 2, $x-25, $imgHeight-40, "$timestring1", $colorBlack) ; //
Print x value below gridline
imagestring($image, 2, $x-32, $imgHeight-25, "$timestring2", $colorBlack) ;
$p = 0 ;
}
$k = 0 ;
$p++ ;
}
$k++ ;
$n++ ;
}

// Add captions
switch($plot1)
{
case 1:
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)-10, "Voltage", $colorBlue) ;
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)+10, "(V)", $colorBlue) ;
break ;
case 2:
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)-10, "Current", $colorBlue) ;
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)+10, "(A)", $colorBlue) ;
break ;
case 3:
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)-20, "Rotational", $colorBlue)
;
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2), "velocity", $colorBlue) ;
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)+20, "(Hz)", $colorBlue) ;
break ;
case 4:
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)-10, "Wind speed", $colorBlue)
;
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)+10, "(m/s)", $colorBlue) ;
break ;
default:
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)-10, "Voltage", $colorBlue) ;
imagestring($image, 3, 2, ($imgHeight/2)+10, "(V)", $colorBlue) ;
break ;
}
switch($plot2)
{
case 1:
imagestring($image,
"Voltage", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image,
"(V)", $colorRed) ;
break ;
case 2:
imagestring($image,
"Current", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image,
"(A)", $colorRed) ;

3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)-10,
3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)+10,

3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)-10,
3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)+10,
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break ;
case 3:
imagestring($image, 3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)-20,
"Rotational", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image, 3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2),
"velocity", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image, 3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)+20,
"(Hz)", $colorRed) ;
break ;
case 4:
imagestring($image,
"Wind speed", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image,
"(m/s)", $colorRed) ;
break ;
default:
imagestring($image,
"Current", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image,
"(A)", $colorRed) ;

3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)-10,
3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)+10,

3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)-10,
3, ($imgWidth-$borderright+50), ($imgHeight/2)+10,

break ;
}
// Print scale definition
if ($m == 1) imagestring($image, 2, $imgWidth-250, 1, "$m second per division", $colorGrey) ;
else if ($m > 1) imagestring($image, 2, $imgWidth-250, 1, "$m seconds per division",
$colorGrey) ;

// Output graph and clear image from memory
imagepng($image);
imagedestroy($image);

// Define functions

// Calculate maximum y value
function determine_ymax($yplot, $ymax)
{
if ($yplot > $ymax) $ymax = $yplot ;
return $ymax ;
}
// Calculate minimum y value
function determine_ymin($yplot, $ymin)
{
if ($yplot < $ymin) $ymin = $yplot ;
return $ymin ;
}
// Scale x value
function plot_x($borderleft, $borderright, $imgWidth, $min, $duration, $seconds)
{
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$x = $borderleft + ($seconds - $min)*(($imgWidth-$borderright)(0+$borderleft))/($duration) ;
return "$x" ;
}
// Scale y value
function plot_y($imgHeight, $borderbottom, $yplot, $ymin, $bordertop, $ymax)
{
$y = ($imgHeight-$borderbottom) + ($yplot - $ymin)*((0+$bordertop)-($imgHeight$borderbottom))/($ymax+($ymax/10) - $ymin) ;
return "$y" ;
}
?>
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12.2 Appendix B – PHP code for CP-λ plot
<?php
$link = mysql_connect("mysql.dur.ac.uk", "d310um", "morn8ing")
or die("Cannot connect to server.") ;
mysql_select_db("Cd310um_project") or die("Cannot connect to database.");

// Define .PNG image
header("Content-type: image/png");
$imgWidth=1000;
$imgHeight=450;
$borderleft=125;
$borderright=125;
$bordertop=20;
$borderbottom=50;

// Define constants
$density = 1.225 ; // Air density at sea level in kg/m^3
$height = 25 ; // Height of turbine above sea level in m
$density = $density * pow(2.71828183,((-0.297*$height)/3048)) ; // Density of air at height
above sea level in kg/m^3
$area = 5 ; // Swept area of turbine in m^2
$radius = 3 ; // Radius of turbine blade in m

// Create image and define colors
$image=imagecreate($imgWidth, $imgHeight);
$colorWhite=imagecolorallocate($image, 255, 255, 255);
$colorGrey=imagecolorallocate($image, 192, 192, 192);
$colorBlue=imagecolorallocate($image, 0, 0, 255);
$colorRed=imagecolorallocate($image, 255, 0, 0);
$colorGreen=imagecolorallocate($image, 0, 255, 150) ;

$query = "SELECT * FROM `data` ORDER BY RAND() LIMIT 10000"; // Select 1000 random data
points
$result = mysql_query($query) or die ("Cannot connect to table.");
$i = 0 ;
$cpmax = -9999999 ;
$cpmin = 9999999 ;
$lambdamax = -9999999 ;
$lambdamin = 9999999 ;
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while ($data = mysql_fetch_object($result)) {
if ($data->wind != 0)
{
$values[$i][0]
$values[$i][1]
$values[$i][2]

// Prevent division by zero errors
= $data->seconds + $data->fractions ;
= $data->voltage ;
= $data->current ;

$values[$i][3] = $data->wind ;
$values[$i][4] = $data->rotation ;
$i++ ;
}
}
$imax = $i ;
$gradstep = 1 ;
$smoothstep = 15 ;
sort($values) ;
for ($i=$gradstep; $i<=$imax; $i++)
{
$grad = ( ($values[$i-$gradstep][4] - $values[$i][4]) / ($values[$i$gradstep][0] - $values[$i][0]) ) ;
for ($j=$i-$gradstep; $j<$i; $j++)
{
$values[$j][4] = $grad ;
}
}
// Smooth differentiated signal
for ($i=0; $i<=$imax; $i++)
{
$smoothtot = 0 ;
for ($j=$i; $j<$i+$smoothstep; $j++)
{
$smoothtot = $smoothtot + $values[$j][4] ;
}
$smooth = $smoothtot / $smoothstep ;
for ($j=$i; $j<$i+$smoothstep; $j++)
{
$values[$j][4] = $smooth ;
}
}

for ($i=0; $i<$imax; $i++)
{
$matrix[$i][1] = (2 * $values[$i][1] * $values[$i][2]) / ($density * $area *
$values[$i][3] * $values[$i][3] * $values[$i][3]) ;
$matrix[$i][0] = ($values[$i][4] * $radius) / $values[$i][3] ;
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// Determine max and min values of Cp and lambda
$cp = $matrix[$i][1] ;
$lambda = $matrix[$i][0] ;
if ($matrix[$i][1] > $cpmax) $cpmax = $matrix[$i][1] ;
if ($matrix[$i][1] < $cpmin) $cpmin = $matrix[$i][1] ;
if ($matrix[$i][0] > $lambdamax) $lambdamax = $matrix[$i][0] ;
if ($matrix[$i][0] < $lambdamin) $lambdamin = $matrix[$i][0] ;
}
// Plot data points
for ($i = 0; $i <=$imax; $i++)
{
$x = plot_x($borderleft, $borderright, $imgWidth, $matrix[$i][1], $cpmin, $cpmax) ;
$y = plot_y($imgHeight, $borderbottom, $bordertop, $matrix[$i][0], $lambdamin,
($lambdamax + ($lambdamax/10))) ;
imageline($image, $x-1, $y-1, $x+1, $y+1, $colorBlue) ;
imageline($image, $x+1, $y-1, $x-1, $y+1, $colorBlue) ;
}

// Create border around image
imageline($image,
imageline($image,
imageline($image,
imageline($image,

0, 0, 0, $imgHeight, $colorGrey);
0, 0, $imgWidth, 0, $colorGrey);
$imgWidth-1, 0, $imgWidth-1, $imgHeight-1, $colorGrey);
0, $imgHeight-1, $imgWidth-1, $imgHeight-1, $colorGrey);

// Determine regularity of vertical gridlines
$count = 0 ;
$step = 0.0001 ;
$a = 0 ;
$test = $cpmax - $cpmin ;
do
{
$test = $test / 10 ;
$count++ ;
}
while ($test > 1) ;

for ($i = 0; $i <= $count; $i++)
{
$step = $step * 10 ;
}
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// Plot vertical grid lines
for ($i = $cpmin; $i <= $cpmax; $i = $i + $step)
{
$x = plot_x($borderleft, $borderright, $imgWidth, $i, $cpmin, $cpmax) ;
imageline($image, $x, ($imgHeight - $borderbottom), $x, $bordertop, $colorGrey) ;
if ($a == 0)
{
imageline($image, $x, ($imgHeight - $borderbottom), $x, ($imgHeight $borderbottom + 4), $colorRed) ;
// Plot tickmarks on alternate lines
imagestring($image, 2, $x-8, ($imgHeight - $borderbottom + 5),
number_format($i, 2), $colorRed) ;
// Display value below tickmarks
$a = 2 ;
}
$a-- ;
}
// Determine regularity of horizontal gridlines
$count = 0 ;
$step = 0.001 ;
$a = 0 ;
$test = $lambdamax - $lambdamin ;
do
{
$test = $test / 10 ;
$count++ ;
}
while ($test > 1) ;

for ($i = 0; $i <= $count; $i++)
{
$step = $step * 10 ;
}

// Plot horizontal grid lines
for ($i = $lambdamin; $i <=$lambdamax; $i = $i + $step)
{
$y = plot_y($imgHeight, $borderbottom, $bordertop, $i, $lambdamin, $lambdamax) ;
imageline($image, $borderleft, $y, ($imgWidth - $borderright), $y, $colorGrey) ;
if ($a == 0)
{
imageline($image, ($borderleft-4), $y, $borderleft, $y, $colorRed) ;
//
Plot tickmarks on alternate lines
imagestring($image, 2, $borderleft-40, $y-7, number_format($i,2), $colorRed) ;
// Display value below tickmarks
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$a = 2 ;
}
$a-- ;
}
// Add captions
imagestring($image, 3, 10, ($imgHeight/2)-10, "Tip-speed", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image, 3, 10, ($imgHeight/2)+10, "Ratio", $colorRed) ;
imagestring($image, 3, ($imgWidth/2)-20, ($imgHeight-30), "Cp", $colorRed) ;
// Output graph and clear image from memory
imagepng($image);
imagedestroy($image);

// Define functions
function plot_x($borderleft, $borderright, $imgWidth, $cp, $cpmin, $cpmax)
{
$x = $borderleft + ($cp - $cpmin)*(($imgWidth-$borderright)-(0+$borderleft))/($cpmax$cpmin) ;
return "$x" ;
}
function plot_y($imgHeight, $borderbottom, $bordertop, $lambda, $lambdamin, $lambdamax)
{
$y = ($imgHeight-$borderbottom) + ($lambda - $lambdamin)*($bordertop - ($imgHeight$borderbottom))/($lambdamax - $lambdamin) ;
return "$y" ;
}
?>
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12.3 Appendix C – PHP code for exporting data to Excel
<?php
header("Content-Type: application/vnd.ms-excel");
header("Expires: 0");
header("Cache-Control: must-revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0");
header("content-disposition: attachment;filename=data.xls");
$link = mysql_connect("mysql.dur.ac.uk", "d310um", "morn8ing")
or die("Cannot connect to server.") ;
mysql_select_db("Cd310um_project") or die("Cannot connect to database.");

// Get plot parameters
$query = "SELECT * FROM `view` LIMIT 0,1";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die ("Cannot connect to table.");
while ($view = mysql_fetch_object($result)) {
$duration = $view->duration ; // Duration of plot (in seconds)
if ($duration <= 0) $duration = 30 ; // Default duration to 30 seconds
$plot1 = $view->plot1 ;
$plot2 = $view->plot2 ;
$start = $view->start ;
$stop = $view->stop ;
}

// Get latest plot time in seconds.
$query = "SELECT * FROM `data` ORDER BY `id` DESC LIMIT 0,1";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die ("Cannot connect to table.");
while ($data = mysql_fetch_object($result)) {
$lasttime = $data->seconds + $data->fractions ;
}
if ($start == 0) $min = $lasttime - $duration ;
elseif ($start > 0) $min = $start - 946771200 ;
if ($stop == 0) $max = $lasttime ;
elseif ($stop > 0) $max = $stop - 946771200 ;

// Extract data from table
$query = "SELECT * FROM `data` WHERE seconds <= $max AND seconds >= $min ORDER BY RAND()
LIMIT 10000";
$result = mysql_query($query) or die ("Cannot connect to table.");
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$i = 0 ;
while ($data = mysql_fetch_object($result))
{
$matrix[$i][0] = $data->seconds + $data->fractions ;
$matrix[$i][1]
$matrix[$i][2]
$matrix[$i][3]
$matrix[$i][4]
$matrix[$i][5]

=
=
=
=
=

$data->voltage ;
$data->current ;
$data->wind ;
$data->rotation ;
date('d/M/Y H:i:s',$data->seconds+946771200).".".$data->fractions*100

;
$i++ ;
}
sort($matrix) ;
$imax = $i ;
// Differentiate rotational count to get frequency
$gradstep = 1 ;
$smoothstep = 15 ;
for ($i=$gradstep; $i<=$imax; $i++)
{
$grad = ( ($matrix[$i-$gradstep][4] - $matrix[$i][4]) / ($matrix[$i$gradstep][0] - $matrix[$i][0]) ) ;
for ($j=$i-$gradstep; $j<$i; $j++)
{
$matrix[$j][4] = $grad ;
}
}
// Smooth differentiated signal
for ($i=0; $i<=$imax; $i++)
{
$smoothtot = 0 ;
for ($j=$i; $j<$i+$smoothstep; $j++)
{
$smoothtot = $smoothtot + $matrix[$j][4] ;
}
$smooth = $smoothtot / $smoothstep ;
for ($j=$i; $j<$i+$smoothstep; $j++)
{
$matrix[$j][4] = $smooth ;
}
}
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// Assemble data into table
echo "<table width='75%' border='1'>" ;
echo "<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>Current</td>
<td>Wind speed</td>
<td>Shaft speed</td>
</tr>" ;
for ($i=0; $i<=$imax; $i++)
{
$seconds = $matrix[$i][0] ;
$voltage = $matrix[$i][1] ;
$current = $matrix[$i][2] ;
$wind = $matrix[$i][3] ;
$rotation = $matrix[$i][4] ;
$time = $matrix[$i][5] ;
echo "<tr>
<td>$time</td>
<td>$voltage</td>
<td>$current</td>
<td>$wind</td>
<td>$rotation</td>
</tr>" ;
}
echo "</table>" ;
?>
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12.4 Appendix D – LabVIEW program
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12.5 Appendix E – Photomicrosensor specification sheet
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12.6 Appendix F – NI USB-6008 specification sheet
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